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Editor Note: Talk about an unusual 
report! Subscriber Allan Craig says 
some of the things that went wrong on 
this trip were frustrating in the extreme 
and completely unnecessary, but he 
still closes with thanks to the outfitter 
for creating something quite special. 
Makes me want to go there, like right 
now!

As soon as the plane touched 
down in the Kayapo village, it 
was obvious this trip was go-

ing to be something very special. We 
had literally landed in their village, so 
there were huts on both sides of the dirt 
landing strip. Excited inhabitants, their 
bodies decorated with charcoal-painted 
designs, gathered outside to watch as 

we emerged from the aircraft. A curi-
ous mother cradling her infant peered 
inside the plane once the anglers had 
exited. Village chiefs were adorned 
with colorful headdresses. The setting 
was like nowhere else I had ever gone 
before to catch a fish on a fly, includ-

ing all the other places I had fished in 
Brazil.

Though shy and reserved, the vil-
lagers were very welcoming. Shortly, 
one of the chiefs conducted a meeting 
where the community members who 

would be our guides and boatmen in-
troduced themselves to the group. The 
message was they were happy that we 
had come to their territory to fish in 
their river. Adults and children lined the 
riverbank to watch as the boats were 
loaded with anglers, equipment, and the 
supplies for our next six days. 

The lodge where we were to stay 
was about a four-hour boat ride down-
river. Getting there was not an ordinary 
boat trip, however, as the river changed 
personality every mile. Sometimes 
wide with flat water, the boats powered 
with 40 hp Yamahas were able to zip 
right along. Most of the boats were 
powered differently, though, with air-
cooled, long-tail mud motor–style en-
gines—Gator-Tail motors or Pro-Drive 
outboards, which are the sort used in 
the marshes by duck hunters in the 
United States. They were slower in the 
long pools, but they would catch up in 
the many sandbar shallows when the 
outboards had to go slowly, and in ar-
eas where the river bed was strewn with 
boulders ranging from small, to large, 
to larger, to huge. Things would get 
very interesting in the cascades, chutes, 
and falls, when everyone got out to 
portage and the boats were eased down-
stream with ropes! This is the Kendjam 
Adventure, I learned. It started before 
the rods were even set up. 

Four hours later, we arrived at our 
luxury (considering how remote we 
were) lodge. It was built on a raised 
wooden platform and made from na-
tive hardwood trees. The individual 
accommodations were tents with two 
comfortable beds each and an attached 
bathroom for each with flush toilets 
and showers. The camp had generator 
power with battery backup for use at 
night, which allowed two of our group 
to use their CPAP breathing machines 
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without any problems. The camp 
even had small portable a/c units that 
moved air around a bit, as well as daily 
laundry service. Unaware of the daily 
laundry service, I had packed more 
clothes than necessary. As for the food, 
it was excellent. Chef Leandro did the 
meal preparation. If you have fished the 
Marié River in Brazil with this outfitter, 
Untamed Angling, you know already 
there is no need to say more about the 
meal quality! 

The camp hostess/manager (and 
sometime guide—more on that later) is 
Manuela, whom some may know from 
Tsimane, this outfitter’s dorado opera-
tion in Bolivia. If there is a rating sys-
tem available for hostesses, she scores 
among the very best. We had three ex-
perienced guides with us from various 
other Untamed Angling destinations, 
though “experienced” at this point is 
probably not the right word. Kendjam 
is in its infancy, and the guides are 
often learning right along with the an-
glers. 

It is probably important that I note 
here what Untamed Angling says in 
its pre-trip planning material about the 
still somewhat exploratory nature of 
this trip. To paraphrase, it says anglers 
need to keep an open mind, because 
“nothing works perfectly all the time” 
in a remote jungle. Indeed, there were 
many aspects of this trip that were 
outside the outfitter’s control. For ex-
ample, we had low water, which made 
travel even more challenging that it 
is normally. On the other hand, some 
of the problems we had were self-in-
flicted. The lodge has three guides and 

three beats, which works perfectly for 
six anglers who rotate guides and beats 
equally over the six days. The staff was 
puzzled when I asked who the fourth 
guide was. We had only three, and we 
had seven anglers in our group. Oops! 
There was not even a blanket for bed 
number seven. The staff huddled and 
went to work on that. 

That evening they informed us 
there would now be four boats, and 
one guide would split his time between 
two boats. There would also be a fourth 
beat downriver. Unfortunately, the most 
desirable water is upstream from the 
camp, and on my day down the river 
to beat four I felt like a hockey player 
put in the penalty box. But, in fact, I 
did catch a few fish and did see some 
electric eels and a family of capybara. 
Fortunately, the sharing-a-guide idea 
was scrapped midweek and replaced 
with a better plan, namely, our wonder-
ful hostess/manager Manuela would 
guide one boat the rest of the week in 
addition to her other lodge responsibili-
ties. Once that plan went into effect, I 
heard no further complaints from fel-
low anglers, as she is a very competent 
angler. Whoever booked seven anglers 
owes her a nice bonus check! 

Another problem we had was with 
equipment and communication between 
staff guides and native boatmen. The 
native boatmen know the river and the 
fish best, of course. I believe most, if 
not all, of the boats in the camp be-
longed to the local community, and 
the chiefs retained the right to assign 
boat staff each week according to their 
own culture and customs. An overrid-
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ing factor appeared to be the need to 
provide at least some work for many 
tribal members, rather than a lot of 
work for just a few of them. The result 
of this was the lodge guides wound 
up working with new boatmen each 
week. Some were very eager to learn 
and liked to assist the anglers. Others 
preferred to stay back. Some had more 
expertise with the motors than others. 

The river is a harsh environment 
for boats and motors. On the two days 
my fishing partner and I were assigned 
the highly prized and much anticipated 
beat farthest upstream, we lost propel-
lers midway. We had no spare propel-
ler. The boatmen had to paddle, and 
we never reached the farthest upstream 
water. Also, we lost a lot of fishing 
time because we had to quit fishing 
early to begin the long paddle back to 
the lodge. Both of the times that this 
happened, when we met the boat fish-
ing the lower beat, they had an extra 
propeller. The second time it happened 
they actually had two spare propellers! 
Why our boat going the farthest had no 
spare while a boat fishing a beat nearer 
the lodge had two was bewildering. 
That morning, our guide had asked for 
a spare and was told there was none. 
Yes, this kind of thing can be called 
“part of the adventure.” But things like 
this can also be corrected for anglers in 
the future.

So, what about the fishing? This is 
a fishing trip, right? Intriguing, chal-
lenging . . . words like that come to 
mind right away. Let me begin by talk-
ing about the water. It’s crystal clear 
water, and it varies from fast-moving 
chutes and rapids and pocket water to 
slowly moving deep pools. Sometimes 
you fish from a boat and blind-cast 
streamers to aggressive peacock bass 
(Cichla melanie), bicuda, smaller pacu 
species, jacunda, etc. For fish like that, 
an 8 wt. rod, intermediate sinking line, 
30-pound tippet, and 30-pound wire for 
toothy critters such as piranha make a 
good outfit. Chartreuse was my choice 
of color for the streamers, four to five 
inches long and with size 1 or 2 strong 
hooks. The most enjoyable fishing for 
me was wading shallow side channels 

and sight-fishing for some of these 
same fish, plus the predator wolf fish 
(trairao). These latter were often in wa-
ter a foot deep, and they had no hesita-
tion in grabbing a fly—or, occasionally, 
a small peacock bass I had hooked and 
was trying to land. Your 8 wt. will work 
on these brutes, but use a floating line 
and 40-pound wire tippet, as they can 
top 20 pounds.

Another kind of fishing I really 
liked was using dry flies for pacu and 
matrinxã. A 6 or 7 wt. rod was fine for 
these, along with a floating line and 
Chernobyl Ants or black beetles. Small 
white streamers are also good for these 
fish. They can be spooky in the clear 
water, so a stealthy upstream approach 
worked best. I brought studded felt 
boots, which were too noisy. Plain felt 

would be better, I think. Also, I needed 
smaller hooks in the no. 6 range. My 
beetles had hooks that were way too 
large, and my hook-up rate was poor 
until I switched to much smaller flies. 
Matrinxã are especially wary. If you 
catch one, move on, because the rest 
are either on high alert or have left the 
pool. In the kind of crystal-clear water 
you find at this destination, most of 
the fish are not fearless. This is not a 
numbers-of-fish-caught game. This is 
challenging fishing, and you earn your 
catch. In other words, it’s excellent 
fishing and rewarding catching. 

The wet wading here may be a 
physical challenge for some. The rocks 
are not especially slippery, but they are 
not in neat rows of the same size and 
shape. Walking the shoreline is a rock-
hopping and boulder-climbing workout. 
You need a good sense of balance, 
good lightweight boots with support, 

and felt soles. A wading staff might be 
worth packing. The walking/wading 
downstream from camp is not as vigor-
ous as that found upstream. Wherever 
you wade, you need to watch for sting 
rays, and I did see one juvenile ana-
conda.

The lodge offers a fishing op-
tion much farther downstream that 
is worth considering. You run quite a 
way downriver, stay at a spike camp 
overnight, then make the long trip back 
the following day. The fish here have 
absolutely no pressure, we were told, 
plus, once you get below the slow wa-
ter section of beat number four, there 
are rapids and boulders. Most of us 
were happy right where we were, plus 
we were intimidated by the low water, 
slow upstream travel, lost propellers, 
and the number of times motors had 
not started in the first 20 pulls. None 
of us chose to venture deeper into the 
remoteness. Maybe next time I will! 

Another option that is worth con-
sidering is a jungle walk directly across 
the river from the lodge. You follow a 
native known as the best hunter in the 
village on a trail that leads you to the 
area where the trees were harvested to 
build the lodge. You will likely see a 
monkey or two, and possibly pigs. You 
are cautioned at the beginning about 
the pigs: they are dangerous, so climb 
a tree. That might sound easy to do in a 
jungle forest with lots of trees, but the 
problem is all of them are straight and 
have no low branches. I saw very few 
I could hope to climb, even after an ex-
tra surge of adrenaline. Our guide was 
armed with an old .22 bolt-action rifle, 
and he was down to his last four bul-
lets. He showed us the skull of the pig 
he had killed the preceding week, “with 
one shot,” he claimed. 

Kendjam is a fishing destination, 
but a non-angler might have a fasci-
nating time with a camera. Getting to 
know the locals, learning a few words 
or phrases, taking the hikes, and watch-
ing for wildlife could keep a photogra-
pher busy here. We saw several mon-
keys, a few caiman, electric eels, an 
iguana, and lots of turtles. The boatmen 
would sometimes dive into the water to 
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catch a turtle. If it was a female with 
eggs, it became their dinner feast. At 
one point, we saw a family of capybara 
and numerous birds, including blue ma-
caws, parrots, toucans, and egrets. We 
saw the eyes of a jaguar one night with 
a spotlight. 

The Kendjam experience certainly 
is one not to be missed if you also 
enjoy a jungle adventure. It got high 
marks from our group, and I would 
jump at the chance to return. My com-
plaints aside, I am thankful that Un-
tamed Angling has made this special 
place available. I’m also thankful for 
Mike at The Fly Shop for handling the 
booking for our group of four. The cost 
was about $6,500 each, plus an addi-
tional $650 fee payable to the Kayapo 
community. 
Postscript: You can book this trip 
through The Fly Shop in Redding, Cali-
fornia, 888-669-3474. www.theflyshop.
com/travel.

By the way, after the above report 
had been edited, this note about another 
trip to Kendjam came in from longtime 
subscriber, Randy Sultan. It pretty 
much corroborates what Allan Craig 
says about the trip: “Just returned from 
Kendjam in Brazil and here is a quick 
report. The trip into Kendjam requires 
at least one night in Manaus and then 
a 3½-hour plane trip to the airstrip, 
followed by a five-hour boat trip down 
the Iriri River to the Kayapo village, 
with the same time requirements on the 
homeward portion. Record low water 
levels this year affected virtually every 
aspect of this adventure, from the dif-
ficulty negotiating the river to the pace 
of the fishing. Many times anglers were 
required to get out of the boats to help 
push them through shallow sections or 
hike on the rocks up- or downriver. The 
wading was definitely challenging in 
that the rocks are irregular in shape and 
have many sharp angles. I would not 
recommend this trip for elderly anglers 
or those in less than good physical 
shape. I did catch wolf fish, pacu, bicu-
da, matrinxã, and even a payara (a rar-
ity, it appears, in Kendjam). The overall 
experience, including the interaction 
with the Kayapo villagers as well as the 

birds and unique species of animals, 
made the trip worthwhile. I am glad 
I did the Kendjam trip but probably 
would not repeat this same trip again 
unless it could be combined with an-
other venue nearby targeting payara 
on the Xingu River. I understand from 
fishing with Marcello in Tsimane that 
he and Rodrigo are looking into devel-
oping this venue.”

Editor Note: Subscriber Mike Boden-
chuk gives the thumbs up to this low-
cost Pacific salmon fishing on Price of 
Wales Island. What’s not to like about 

pinks, chums, and Dolly Varden trout 
on the same trip?

I just returned from Prince of Wales 
(POW) Island in southeast Alaska, 
where I had a very exciting time fly 

fishing for Pacific salmon. My trip was 
a combination of blacktail deer hunting 
and salmon fishing, but I could have 
only fished if I’d wanted. At any rate, 
we timed it perfectly for pink salmon. 
We spent part of every day of our seven 
days on the island fishing for pink and 
chum salmon, as well as Dolly Varden 
trout.

For those not familiar with Pacific 
salmon, there are five species, and each 
species has two or more names. The 
largest, the king or Chinook salmon, 
is present in the salt waters around 
POW, but there are no freshwater 

runs of kings on the island. Sockeye, 
also known as red salmon, run in 
midsummer, so their runs were over 
by the time we reached the island on 
August 6. Pink salmon (aka humpies 
because spawning males get a very 
pronounced humpback) run here from 
late July through August, and they do 
so in very big numbers. We saw pinks 
on Maybeso, Staney, Camp, and Dog 
Salmon Creeks, as well as the Harris 
and Thorne Rivers. There are so many 
creeks and rivers on the island we were 
able to able to fish only a fraction of 
them all. I can attest to all of those hav-
ing strong pink salmon runs. 

Pinks are the smallest Pacific 
salmon. The ones we caught averaged 
five to six pounds, with some running 
as large as ten pounds. The chum, or 
dog salmon, we caught ran a bit larger, 
averaging 12 to 15 pounds, though we 
caught a few that were upwards of 20 
pounds. On POW, the chum salmon 
spawn before the pinks, and we appar-
ently caught the end of the chum run. 
On the Harris River, we found them in 
the shallower riffles between the deeper 
pools where the pinks were holding. 
Chum salmon change drastically when 
approaching spawning season, develop-
ing colorful patterns on their sides and 
a huge hook on their lower jaw called 
a kype. Pound for pound, I think the 
pinks pulled harder, but some of the 
bigger male chums really put our 5 wt. 
tackle to the test, especially those we 
hooked at the mouth of a river, where 
the fresh met the salt water.

The final salmon that run on POW 
are coho, or silver salmon. Typically, 
they make very strong runs here. We 
saw a few silver salmon in Dog Salmon 
Creek one day and made a special trip 
to Staney Creek especially to target 
silvers, which we heard were running 
there. At Staney Creek we found every-
one catching pinks, however. We heard 
that one angler had caught a silver—but 
you know how that goes.

To briefly recap my trip, I flew 
to Ketchikan and met up with two 
companions. After spending a night in 
town, we took a Taquan Air scheduled 
flight to Hollis on POW, where we 
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rented a vehicle from Hollis Adven-
ture Rentals. The 4WD truck came 
equipped with an ice chest, and HA 
Rentals Owner Darren Long provided 
a second ice chest when he found 
we were staying at a remote cabin 
on the island. We had arranged for a 
rental cabin from the US Forest Service 
(www.recreation.gov), and we were 
able to get groceries and get to our 
cabin in the early afternoon.

A note about transportation may 
be helpful to anyone contemplating this 
trip. There is an Inter-Island Ferry that 
makes the trip between Ketchikan and 
Hollis daily. The ferry leaves Hollis 
at 8 AM, arriving in Ketchikan at 11 
AM, then starts its return at 3 PM, ar-
riving at Hollis around 6 PM daily. If 
you can time your arrival in Ketchikan 
before the 3 PM departure, you can go 
on to POW the same day. However, 
if you rely on the ferry to get you to 
POW, you’ll lose just about an entire 
day waiting in Ketchikan. By taking the 
Taquan Air floatplane at 7:30 AM, we 
essentially got an extra day on POW. 
While several smaller air companies 
can fly you to POW, we chose Taquan 
because they have scheduled flights. 
Finally, Taquan charges a flat rate per 
person, and it includes up to 40 pounds 
of gear. Every extra pound costs $1 
each way, so we chose to buy groceries 
on POW rather than shop in Ketchikan. 
At the end of the trip, we took the ferry 
back to Ketchikan and it was a great 
experience.

As for the fishing, we spent much 
of the time fishing near our cabin at the 
edge of the salt water. The tides in this 
area fluctuated about 15 feet between 
high and low tides, and the fish lined 
up at the edge of the freshwater regard-
less of the tide. On rising tides, the fish 
pushed up across a tidal flat and were 
cruising in all different directions. On 
dropping tides, all the fish were con-
centrated in the creek channel and were 
facing upstream. While the pink salmon 
were more concentrated on a dropping 
tide, it was a bit harder to fish for them 
then. We had to reposition several times 
during each tidal shift.

I brought a 9 wt. for the silvers, 

and a companion brought a 5 wt. flyrod 
for the pinks and trout. I caught fish on 
both. Flies included steelhead flies with 
extended hooks. Anything in pink or 
purple seemed to work. The most pro-
ductive flies for me included a Jumbo 
Critter and a Steelhead Muddler. We 
also caught a good number of fish on a 
sparse white and pink flesh fly. Because 
the water was so clear everywhere we 
fished, we were most successful at 
casting upstream or across toward a 
pod of fish and stripping the fly back 
in short 6-inch strips. You could watch 
every follow and every take. There is 
a lot of speculation as to why a salmon 
takes a fly, and for my part, it seemed 
they were taking the fly from instinct. 
The pink salmon rarely held the fly for 
long, and we often pulled it out of their 
mouth as they were facing us on many 

of the takes. Still, you could catch a 
pink salmon every five to 10 minutes 
for as long as you wanted to fish. The 
fish we kept were fresh at the edge of 
the salt water and were excellent eat-
ing.

The chums seemed to be taking 
the fly out of annoyance. I often cast to 
the same fish 10 or more times before 
it would take the fly. The big males are 
hard to hook due to the kype, but when 
one took the fly it often made a strong 
run upstream immediately on feeling 
the hook.

A brief word on snagging salmon 
may be warranted. Snagging is illegal 
in Alaska, and when fish are concen-
trated, as they were here, it is extremely 
unsporting (and unnecessary). When 
you fly-fish, especially for sockeye 

salmon, you can pull the line through 
the kype and essentially snag the fish in 
the mouth. We tried very hard to avoid 
snagging fish, focusing instead on get-
ting the fish to chase the fly and take it. 
Still, some snagging was unavoidable, 
especially when you lifted your rod to 
pick up your fly. That would occasion-
ally spook a pod of fish and cause one 
to become snagged. On other occa-
sions, when you struck a fish to drive 
the hook home, the hook sometimes 
pulled out and became imbedded in 
another fish nearby. If you were aware 
that a fish was foul hooked, it was often 
possible to give it slack and have the 
hook fall out.  

POW is known more for its steel-
head fishing than for its salmon fish-
ing. The winter run of steelhead here 
is extremely popular, and The Tackle 
Shack at Thorne Bay offers several 
packages for fly fishermen (room and 
vehicle from $270/day; guided fishing 
from $500/day for two fishermen; and 
room plus guided fishing from $620/
day). Thorne Bay Lodge also offers 
rental cabins and vehicles for the do-
it-yourself fisherman. Offshore fishing 
charters are available, and if we had 
chosen to fish one of these, we could 
have had coho and kings in the salt to 
complement the pinks and chums we 
caught in freshwater. I know many look 
down their nose at pink salmon, but 
anytime I can catch 10 or more five- to 
10-pound fish an hour, I’ll be fishing 
there. Enjoy!—Mike Bodenchuk.

Editor Note: Want to fish your heart out 
in Belize and maybe never see another 
angler? Here’s an option to consider. 
Subscriber Don Armstrong filed the 
report.

I love fishing in Belize for permit, 
as well as tarpon and bonefish. So 
when I heard about an opportunity 

to do that from a mother ship, moving 
through various offshore islands for a 
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week, I jumped at the chance. Here is 
a bit of background. Don Muelrath, of 
Fly Fishing Adventures represents Ris-
ing Tide (a 58-foot Hatteras) and Meca 
(a homemade 38-foot boat that seems 
bigger than it actually is). Rising Tide 
has three staterooms and accommodates 
up to six anglers and Meca has two 
staterooms and can accommodate up 
to four. I was looking for a partner to 
share a Belize mother ship trip and Don 
connected me with another fisherman, 
Rod. He and I both like fishing single 
with our own guide and getting all the 
shots, so that is what we arranged.

Since it was just the two of us, we 
chose to fish from Meca, which turned 
out to be very comfortable. It suited 
all our needs. Each stateroom had two 
single beds and a full bathroom. The 
rooms also had small dressers and 
places to hang clothes. There was also 
a dining/kitchen area, as well as a small 
parlor where you could watch DVD 
movies and such. Surprisingly, there 
was lots of room.

On our trip, there were four crew 
members. Dean served as captain, as 
well as one of our guides. Edward, 
whose regular job is to serve as captain 
of Meca, was our other guide. Gener-
ally, Edward is the captain of Meca, 
while Dean is captain of Rising Tide. 
Dean’s wife, Georgia, and Nikki were 
our cooks/housekeepers.

Getting to our departure point was 
supposed to be very easy and fast, as 
flights from many US cities to Belize 
City take less than three hours. After 
you clear customs in Belize City, all 
you have to do is walk outside where 
your meet-and-greet person transfers 
you to your mother ship. That transfer 
takes about 15 minutes. In our case, 
however, both of our flights were late. 
A small setback, but we were soon on 
our way.

The fishing on this trip is focused 
on the shallow flats around the Beliz-
ean keys that stretch the full length of 
Belize, inside the shelter of the world’s 
second-largest barrier reef. Dean told 
me he can fish north of Belize City 
into Chetumal Bay on a one-week trip. 
On trips longer than seven nights, the 

mother ship can explore even more wa-
ters. Trips can be customized according 
to the anglers’ preferences as to species 
and fishing environments (shallow flats, 
mangrove lagoons and edges, jungle 
rivers, and the reef system). We spent 
most of our trip fishing the many flats 
near the Belizean keys, inside the bar-
rier reef, though we did also fish along 
one main north-south channel where 
large tarpon migrate each year during 
the summer months. Unfortunately, we 
did not see many large tarpon on our 
trip, though the guides told us many 
had been seen the week prior to our 
trip.

Dean recommends clients bring a 
10 wt. for the permit and an 11 wt. or 
12 wt. for the tarpon. I fished with a 9 
wt. for the permit and it worked fine. Of 
course, when you are fishing saltwater 

flats, coastal wind is usually a factor. 
Indeed, one day it did get up to around 
5 knots. Overall, wind was not much of 
a factor for us.

We didn’t really fish for bonefish 
much at all. We saw a few, including 
one very large school on one flat. And I 
did hook one bonefish on a permit crab 
fly. That occurred on my second cast 
of the trip. We spent most of our time 
focused on permit.

The guides prefer Raghead Crab 
patterns that are specially tied with 
light eyes to allow the flies to sink 
slowly over the turtle grass. I had one 
fly that seemed to work well (two eats), 
but the permit used their “crushers” to 
bend the hook while obtaining their 
freedom. It was a great fly with cheap, 
bad hooks.

Don Muelrath provides a very 

good tackle list that describes the ap-
propriate equipment, including the best 
flies, etc. He has fished on mother ships 
in Belize for 30 years and knows the 
operation and Belize very well. Don 
says it’s important that booked anglers 
decide ahead of time whether they want 
to focus on tarpon, bonefish, snook, 
or permit, or a combination of any of 
those species. The direction of sail and 
timing of stops will all be planned ac-
cordingly. Of course, catching a permit 
or tarpon is never easy, and if you focus 
on them alone, yours will not be a high-
numbers trip. On the other hand, if you 
are a fishing addict, a trip focused on 
those species just might work for you. 
You get a lot of hours on the water dur-
ing a three-shift fishing day that lasts 
from dawn to dusk and sometimes later. 
Meals are prepared around the fish-
ing schedule rather than the other way 
around. 

The skiffs used on our trip were 
23-foot pangas with raised decks in the 
bow. They also have aluminum “lean-
ing posts” on the casting deck to aid 
those like me who don’t have perfect 
balance. The leaning posts take the 
weight off your legs, too, and makes 
a long fishing day more comfortable. 
Both of our guides on this trip were 
very good at poling the boat, staying in 
the right locations, and setting up the 
best cast for each angler. 

Our fishing days, not surprisingly, 
provided different levels of activity 
and excitement. Some days we would 
find few fish, while other days provided 
world-class excitement. Permit provid-
ed most of the excitement on our trip. 
Our first day was pretty typical. It also 
introduced us to what is meant by three 
fishing “sessions” in a single day. We 
began the day around 6:00 AM looking 
for rolling tarpon in a certain channel 
where they often can be found early 
and late. They weren’t rolling, so we 
tried some blind casting. No luck. We 
didn’t see any fish at all. At that point 
we went back to Meca for a fantastic 
breakfast.

After breakfast, we focused on 
looking for permit and didn’t find any. 
So it was back to the boat for a great 
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lunch. By the time we got back on the 
water there was a rising tide. Dean im-
mediately saw and pointed out a tail-
ing permit. I promptly hooked up on 
my first cast. We got the fish back to 
within 30 feet, at which point it broke 
off. Dean thought it was because the 
fish dragged the line across some coral. 
Soon afterward, I saw more tails and 
cast. We decided these were bonefish. I 
got a strike immediately, then another. 
We spent the rest of that afternoon and 
early evening getting many shots at 
permit. It was amazing seeing so many 
tailing fish!

We stayed in that area for one more 
day before moving south to a new an-
chorage. We had a few more tailing per-
mit shots where we had found fish the 
day before. On my last cast of the day, I 
hooked up and landed a five-pound per-
mit. A great ending to that day.

Over the next four days, we moved 
south to two different anchorages. We 
found new flats to fish every time we 
moved. Amazingly, after our first move 
south, we saw no other anglers at all. 
We passed many islands, some with 
inhabitants, some with commercial 
lobster fishermen, but we saw no other 
recreational fishermen.

On two occasions, we had the 
opportunity to learn the downside of 
finding a school of up to 100 permit. 
Yes, up to 100! Unfortunately, with that 
many fish in a school, any small thing 

can spook the entire school, and that is 
what happened to us. We had one day 
when the weather was basically ugly 
with 25-knot wind and rain squalls in 
the morning. Raincoats were necessary 
whenever we moved, and there were 
times we got soaked. However, I did 
have one permit eat on this cloudy day. 
Unfortunately, it was one of the fish 

who crushed my fly and bent the hook! 
One non-permit highlight of our 

trip occurred on the fifth day when 
Dean took me to a mangrove key with 
several beautiful mangrove creeks and a 
large sheltered lagoon on the inside. We 
found small pods of 15- to 20-pound 
tarpon rolling and splashing there. Us-
ing a black and purple tarpon fly, we 
jumped four of these tarpon and landed 
two.

Since my flight out on our last day 
wasn’t until 4:00 PM, we fished around 

the city. We found a few tailing permit 
(no luck) and released one snook. We 
were told the record number of permit 
released from a Belize mother ship trip 
was 23 fish. While our results certainly 
weren’t in that same league, I did get 
a solid 35 to 50 shots at permit. In all, 
I had five fish eat my crab pattern, one 
of which I brought to the boat. Hooks 
let me down on two fish or I might have 
had three in all to the boat. I learned my 
lesson: bring flies tied tightly on good 
hooks! The size of the permit we saw 
ranged from 5 to 25 pounds.

The cost of a seven-night Belize 
mother ship trip can vary from $3,000 
to $5,000 depending on the number in 
your group and which boat you use. 
The cost for our trip was just over 
$4,300 based on each of us having a 
single room and each of us fishing in 
our own skiff. Would I go back? I am 
hoping to do that in February or Sep-
tember of 2017. I still need between 
one and four anglers to join me. Don 
told me we can perhaps get me a dis-
count for going in February. Please e-
mail me if you are interested in fishing 
for permit in Belize next February or 
September. My address is: don@moun-
tainpacificre.com.—Don Armstrong.
Postscript: You can get more informa-
tion about booking Rising Tide and 
Meca from Don Muelrath at Fly Fish-
ing Adventures, 888-347-4896. Web: 
www.flyfishingadventures.org. 

 � It isn’t every day that a genuinely 
new fishing opportunity in this hemi-
sphere is created, but that is what is 
happening down in Mexico, where a 
new lodge is coming online in Espiri-
tu Santo Bay, just south of the sleepy 
lobster fishing village of Punta Herre-
ro in Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve. 
Appropriately called Espiritu Santo 
Bay Lodge (ESB), it is scheduled to 
host its first guests this coming April. 
The permit fishing is expected to be 
off the charts. Bonefish, tarpon, and 
snook should be plentiful as well.

The reason the lodge is gener-
ating excitement is because of its 
remoteness. Though located in Sian 
Ka’an Biosphere Reserve, where 
close to a dozen lodges now operate, 
it is tucked away all by itself at the 
very bottom of the reserve. Only one 
other lodge currently fishes Espiritu 
Santo Bay, and that is Playa Blanca 
Lodge, which is allowed to operate 
only two boats. ESB has been granted 
the right to operate four boats, bring-
ing to six the number of skiffs (not 
lodges) operating in the entire bay.

The lodge is scheduled to be 
booked exclusively by The Fly Shop 
in Redding, California, which previ-
ously booked and operated Paradise 
Lodge west of the village of Punta 
Herrero. Paradise Lodge relied heav-
ily on the fishery in some inland 
lakes, which have suffered greatly 
from overfishing and netting. The Fly 
Shop has now closed Paradise Lodge 
and has no plans to resume operation 
there.

Anglers familiar with this area 
know that Espiritu Santo Bay shares 
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many characteristics with its sister 
bay, Ascension Bay. Both are shal-
low, which makes it difficult for all 
but the most shallow-running ves-
sels to navigate, and both have very 
clear water, making them both almost 
perfect places to sight-fish. The pri-
mary differences between the two 
are in size and accessibility. ESB is 
approximately half the size of Ascen-
sion Bay and it is much less heavily 
populated. The latter has more than 
6,000 thousand people living along 
its shores, and there are nine official 
lodges operating there. In 2015, 180 
boats had permits for providing fish-
ing, snorkeling, bird-watching, and 
touring activities. Espiritu Santo Bay, 
on the other hand, is almost devoid of 
tourism activities and population. The 
only human settlement on the entire 
bay is a small community of about 95 
lobster fishermen and their families 
who live in Punta Herrero. In all, only 
seven boats have legal access to fish 
in the bay. 

“This combination of remoteness, 
lack of human population, and limited 
access is what makes ESB unique, 
and one of the most pristine places 
left in the region to target fish un-
touched by human influences,” is the 
way Pat Pendergast at The Fly Shop 
put it. “Robust and healthy popula-
tions of bonefish, permit, tarpon, and 
snook abound in its flats, creeks, and 
lagoons. And nobody has better ac-
cess to or more intimate knowledge 
of the bay than the guides at Espiritu 
Santo Bay Lodge, who have spent 
years guiding there with the former 
Paradise Lodge. Over the course of 
the past three seasons these guides 
have been on ESB nearly every day 
of the season, logging literally thou-
sands of hours learning every nook 
and cranny of this remarkable, re-
mote fishery. The lightweight, super-
shallow-draft Hells Bay skiffs the 
lodge owns can enter many flats that 
the larger pangas in use throughout 
the region cannot negotiate. Between 
August 2014 and August 2015, these 
guides are proud to have logged 201 
days on the bay. In that time, they av-

eraged 1.5 permit per day, registered 
12 grand slams, and helped bring 
countless bonefish, tarpon, snook, 
and barracuda to the boat. For permit 
fishermen, especially, there may be 
nowhere else on the planet that can 
compare to ESB. The populations of 
fish are amazing; especially in the 
prime permit fishing months when 
water temperatures are ideal and 
schools of fish abound on the flats of 
ESB.”

Is the bay indeed this pristine? 
In the past, there has been netting in 
ESB, a development Angling Report 
editor Don Causey can attest to, hav-
ing explored the bay on a multiday 
journey more than a decade ago, dur-
ing a period when enforcement was 
not at its best. Offsetting that nega-
tive information is the recent success 

The Fly Shop guides have had in the 
bay. Resources wax and wane with 
pressure. Our bet is Espiritu Santo 
Bay is going to be a bang-up success. 
We hope the first anglers in will files 
reports.
Postscript: You can get more informa-
tion on Espiritu Santo Bay Lodge or 
book a trip there by contacting The 
Fly Shop at: 800-669-3474. Web: 
www.theflyshop.com. Trip prices 
have been pegged at $3,950 per per-
son, double occupancy, plus recom-
mended guide and lodge tips of $400 
to $500 per person. Fees include 
round-trip air charter transfers from 
Cancun to a nearby landing strip and 
subsequent auto transfer to the lodge, 
air-conditioned accommodations, all 
meals, beverages (soft drinks, juices, 
mixers, and bottled water), hosted 

“Happy Hour” beer and margaritas, 
fishing license, six days fully guided 
fishing, and 15 percent Mexico VAT.

 �
 � Now, here’s an interesting new 

program. It’s called the Utah Cut-
throat Slam, and it offers the oppor-
tunity to meet an interesting fishing 
challenge while also helping fund a 
worthy fishing conservation effort. If 
you go for the slam and succeed, send 
us a copy and we’ll recognize you 
with a free one-year renewal of your 
subscription, e-edition only. New cor-
respondent Spencer Durrant of Utah 
filed the report for us:

“The only thing more emblemati-
cally western than the cowboy is the 
cutthroat trout. The most widespread 
native trout in America, the cutthroat 
has weathered storms—both of natu-
ral and human causes—for millennia. 
Any angler worth his salt is aware 
of the issues facing cutthroat trout: 
habitat loss, a diminishing number 
of genetically pure populations, and 
warmer rivers, to name a few. In 
an effort to confront the issues fac-
ing cutthroat, as well as raise public 
awareness of the problems they face, 
the Utah Division of Wildlife Re-
sources (DWR) and Trout Unlimited 
(TU) have partnered to create a pro-
gram called the Utah Cutthroat Slam. 

“This partnership between a state 
agency (the DWR) and a national 
conservation group (TU) is the first 
of its kind in the nation, according to 
DWR officials. It’s particularly nota-
ble because almost all of the proceeds 
from registering for the slam go to 
cutthroat restoration projects within 
the state of Utah. Specifically, Utah 
charges anglers $20 to participate in 
the slam, and roughly $18 of that cost 
goes directly toward habitat restora-
tion work. Participants also receive a 
medallion and certificate to show off 
after completing the slam. As of Au-
gust 5, 2016, the slam had generated 
nearly $9,000 in restoration monies, 
according to an e-mail I received 
from Paul Thompson, Northern Re-
gion Aquatics Manager for the DWR. 

“Before you assume the slam is 

http://www.theflyshop.com
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easy to complete, take note of the fact 
that all four cutthroat species must 
be taken in their native range. For 
example, Bear River cutthroat caught 
from Strawberry Reservoir (which is 
located in the Colorado River drain-
age) won’t count toward the Bear 
River cutthroat requirement. Here are 
the cutthroat species that are native to 
the State of Utah: the Bear River, the 
Bonneville, the Colorado River, and 
the Yellowstone cutthroat trout. The 
first three are relatively widespread 
in their distribution, while the fourth, 
the Yellowstone cutt, is restricted to 
one of the state’s most remote regions 
near the Utah/Idaho border. The slam 
website (www.utahcutthroatslam.
org) provides a ton of information for 
anglers looking to plan their own do-
it-yourself cutthroat slam trip to Utah. 
There is a map on the site showing 
the ranges of all four species. It pro-
vides the names of rivers from which 
to catch each fish and tells you how 
to reach them.

“As a native Utahan and avid lov-
er of cutthroat trout, I’m well versed 
on where to catch all four species. 
Here are my own inside secrets on the 
best spots in the state to catch each 
fish. It should help you complete your 
slam within a few days: 

“Bonneville cutthroat:  This 
species of cutthroat was thought to 
be nearly extinct until a genetically 
pure population was found in the 
extreme western part of Utah. Now, 
it’s been restored to a good portion 
of its native range and can be found 
right off the Wasatch Front, the most 
densely populated area of Utah. A 
great place to snag a few Bonnies 
is the Upper Provo River, between 
Jordanelle Reservoir and the town of 
Francis. Located about an hour from 
Salt Lake City, this stretch of river is 
easily accessible with plenty of public 
access. Traditional western dry flies 
work well. An Elk Hair Caddis and 
Pheasant Tail dropper almost always 
produce for me on this river. 

“Colorado River cutthroat: 
The prettiest member of the cutthroat 
family (aside from the Snake River 

cutthroat), this species is plentiful in 
the streams, lakes, and ponds along 
the south slope of the Uinta Moun-
tains. The Uinta River, just north of 
Roosevelt, is a personal favorite of 
mine. It’s home to some good-sized 
cutthroat, as far as high-country trout 
are concerned. The season on the 
Uinta River is the same as for any 
typical high-country fishery: either 
early in the spring before runoff or 
later in June or early July after runoff 
subsides. 

“Bear River cutthroat:  The 
Bear River cutthroat is a strain of the 
Bonneville cutthroat that developed 
as a result of being isolated from the 
Bonneville Basin for thousands of 
years. Bear River cutthroat are unique 
in their ability to grow to very large 
sizes and in the length of their migra-

tion routes. Bear Lake is my recom-
mendation for catching one of these 
amazing fish. Often called the Ca-
ribbean of the Rockies, Bear Lake’s 
aquamarine waters are enchanting. 
The opportunity to catch a large cut-
throat exists here nearly year-round. 

“Yellowstone cutthroat: One of 
the West’s most endangered cutthroat 
subspecies, the Yellowstone cutthroat 
occurs in only one location in Utah, 
the Raft River Mountains along the 
Idaho/Utah border in the extreme 
northwest corner of the state. Clear 
Creek Campground is a good place to 
establish a base camp for taking one 
of these fish. Just be aware that the 
Raft River Mountains are rugged and 
remote, and they have a reputation 
for popping tires. George Creek is a 

popular destination for catching these 
rare fish as well. 

“So there you have it—a quick 
guide to planning your own trip to 
Utah to complete the state’s newly 
minted cutthroat slam. The medal-
lion will look pretty nice on your wall 
once you finish the slam.” 
Postscript: Spencer Durrant is a 
fly fishing writer and novelist from 
Utah. His latest novel, Learning to 
Fly, reached no. 22 on the Amazon 
Hot New Releases Bestseller List. 
Spencer authors multiple monthly 
and weekly fly fishing columns for a 
variety of national and local publica-
tions. Connect with him on Twitter @
Spencer_Durrant or on Facebook @
spencerdurrantauthor. 

 �
 � The Peacock Bass Association 

(www.peacockbassassociation.com) 
has a couple of eye-opening news 
reports about fishing for peacocks 
in the Amazon this month. The first 
relates to the Marié River, which was 
opened with great fanfare to fly fish-
ing only a few years ago by Untamed 
Angling, the company that brought 
you Tsimane and other world-class 
destinations. Well, it appears the use 
of top-water buzz baits and jigs there 
is just around the corner. Here is how 
PBA explains what is going on: “‘The 
Indian Association and the IBAMA 
are allowing an experimental sci-
entific study by conventional tackle 
anglers over three weeks this fall on 
Brazil’s Rio Marié,’ according to Un-
tamed Angling’s Vice President and 
Sales Director Rodrigo Salles. ‘The 
new regulations assure that visiting 
anglers will use spinning or baitcast-
ing tackle with artificial lures having 
single hooks only,’ the outfitter ex-
plains. ‘While the last three seasons 
have been regulated for fly fishermen 
only, the river now offers a great op-
portunity for those conventional tack-
le users who want to experience the 
giant peacock bass of the Rio Marié. 
The IBAMA studies in their fishing 
campaigns with baitcasting gear show 
an average number of 6.5 speckled 
peacocks (C. temensis) over 27 inches 
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 � Subscriber Bryan Whiting cannot 
say enough good things about his trip 
to the Kanektok River in southwest-
ern Alaska handled for him this past 
July by Alaska West (www.deneki.
com/alaskawest). He says the domi-
nant species at the time he was there 
were chum salmon, sockeye salmon, 
and pink salmon, but he also caught 
seven fresh king salmon, more than 
a dozen silver salmon, plus rainbow 
trout, Dolly Varden, and grayling. 
He says most of the fishing was from 
gravel bars and channels, which they 
reached with the help of jet boats, 
though they did spend some time in 
an anchored boat fishing to specific 
drop-offs that were difficult to wade. 
He says the weather was typical for 
Alaska in that it rained some every 
day. He goes on to describe some 
highlights of the trip as follows: 

“The Kanektok River was sim-
ply full of fish. I was fortunate and 
caught the ‘chrome slam’ of all five 
species of salmon on our fourth day. 

Every day we caught four of the five 
species even when we weren’t specif-
ically trying to catch the slam. Mind 
you, I didn’t catch the ‘slam’ because 
I am a great fisherman; I caught it be-
cause the river was full of fish and all 
five species were there to be caught. 

The numbers of chum, sockeye, and 
pink salmon were astounding. One 
could look in the river at any time 
and see them constantly streaming 
by. Fish were always visible, whether 
swimming by in three feet of water as 

they headed upstream or holding/rest-
ing in an eddy, slough, or just slower 
current edge. 

“My wife and I had originally 
planned to go the last week of June 
and focus on kings, as we had done 
the year before, but then I fell on 
some ice at home necessitating rota-
tor cuff surgery the first week in May. 
My surgeon said ‘no’ to king salmon. 
Our second choice would have been 
August for the main silver run, which 
we have also fished at Alaska West 
before, but my wife is an elementary 
school principal and she had to report 
to work the first week of August. As a 
result, we decided to go the last week 
of July. We had never been there at 
that time of the year, and we were 
unsure if the quality of fishing would 
be what we have come to expect from 
Alaska West. We so enjoy the Alaska 
West camp and their people that we 
decided to go anyway. Anytime at 
Alaska West is a fun experience.

“It turned out that we had no 
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in length being caught per angler per 
day with many 20-plus pounders a 
possibility.’ According to Rodrigo, 
the first mid-November week is al-
ready sold out and currently the week 
of November 24–30 has only a few 
open spots. The final week available 
is November 30 through December 
8. For more information about these 
conventional tackle trips, contact 
Rodrigo Salles at the Manaus Office 
of Untamed Angling at:(55) 92-3308-
6010; (55) 11-98181-8703—cell. E-
mail: rodrigo@untamedangling.com. 
Web: www.untamedangling.com.”

The other intriguing item PBA 
has turned up is the following one 
about kayak fishing in the Amazon: 

“For the first time ever, during the 
2016/2017 fishing season, Acute 
Angling will offer kayak fishing ex-
clusively for their Amazon fishing cli-
ents, according to owner Paul Reiss. 
‘Catching a powerful peacock bass, 
pugnacious payara, or a massive cat-
fish is incredibly exciting, no matter 
how you do it,’ Reiss says. ‘But imag-
ine the intensity of experiencing this 
ultimate level of freshwater fishing up 
close and personal from a kayak! It is 
the ultimate combination of primeval 
wilderness paddlesport with exotic 
species angling. From our floating 
bungalow camp, anglers will be able 
to paddle their way down calm low-
land rivers and fish in the lagoons 

and backwaters. Once you hook up 
with a big, psychotic peacock, you 
will understand why kayak fishing is 
more like hand-to-hand combat,’ Re-
iss says. ‘The beautiful Rio Travessao 
offers kayakers a combination of a 
challenging, rapids-laced waterway 
with extreme multi-species fishing 
opportunities.’ Kayak fishing must be 
arranged in advance of any regularly 
scheduled trip, according to the out-
fitter. For more information, contact 
Paul or Garry Reiss at Acute Angling: 
866-832-2987; e-mail: preiss@Acute-
Angling.com.”
Don Causey Note: If you go on one of 
these kayak trips, please file a report. 
Write: doncausey@anglingrepot.com.
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need to be concerned about the fish-
ing. Finding fish was just not an 
issue. You could swing or strip in 
the current edge for salmon as they 
moved upstream, or cast and strip in 
the slower water where huge num-
bers of salmon were resting. My 
wife especially enjoyed catching 
pink and chum salmon on poppers in 
this slower water. Most of the time, 
we stripped leeches, streamers, and 
Clousers, and everywhere we fished 
we had numerous fish chase our 
stripped flies. You couldn’t strip too 
fast. They would smash it immedi-
ately after the fly landed, or during 
mid-strip. Sometimes they would fol-
low it all the way to a drop-off edge 
before slamming it. Most of the time, 
we could watch the salmon chase 
and hit our fly, sometimes literally at 
our feet. At one point, I remember, 
our guide, Jason, was admonishing 
my wife to keep stripping and mov-
ing the rod when the fly got within 
10 feet because fish were still after 
it. The next cast, when she stopped 
stripping and prepared to cast, Jason 
said, ‘Give me the rod.’ Once he had 
it, he kept the fly moving around her 
with the rod tip until, suddenly, a 
silver salmon hit it literally two feet 
away. It promptly jumped straight up 
as he handed her back the rod. An-
other time, Jason was standing by me 
on a gravel bar covered by a foot of 
water. We had waded across a small, 
15-foot-wide channel to get there and 
were casting to rolling silvers on the 
far bank beyond the pinks and chums 
stacked in the middle of the slough. 
My hands were wet from rain and 
fish. As I double hauled to try and 
reach the far bank, the line slipped 
through my fingers on the back cast 
and fell into a small channel behind 
me. At that point, Jason said, “Strip!” 
With the rod still back over my shoul-
der, I stripped twice and caught a 
pink salmon. There are no bad casts 
at Alaska West. Just get the fly in the 
water. 

“Another day, I wanted to prac-
tice my Spey casting while Jason 
was available to help me with my 

technique. I was swinging an egg-
headed sculpin and still caught sil-
vers, chums, and pinks. The highlight, 
however, was a big pull that felt like a 
king pull. But it wasn’t. It was a 26-
inch rainbow! All the so-called leop-
ard rainbows of the Kanektok are spe-
cial, but this fish was over 10 inches 
thick and consequently quite heavy.

“We spent another fun afternoon 
upriver from camp where the river 
braids into many small channels not 
navigable by boat. It is fun to wade 
there amid the bear and moose tracks. 
Every piece of structure we fished 
there held rainbows, Dolly Varden, 
and grayling. At one point, Jason 
spotted two rainbows six feet behind 

a tree that had fallen in the water. 
My first cast with a small sculpin 
produced one of the rainbows. After 
releasing it, Jason said the bigger one 
was still there. Seven or eight casts 
produced no action from the second 
rainbow, however, even when I got 
it to pass by him correctly. Finally, 
Jason said to cast ahead of it, right 
at the base of the tree. I managed 
to do so and from the bank, Jason 
exclaimed, ‘Dollies are chasing it!’ 
But then, abruptly, the rainbow burst 
into action and slammed the sculpin 
before the Dollies could get it. After 
netting it, Jason said, ‘Look in its 
mouth.’ Not only was my sculpin 
there, but also the tail of a five-inch 
Dolly Varden still protruded. That 
rainbow hadn’t initially been inter-
ested in my fly apparently because 
he had just eaten, but the competition 

spurred him into action. He wasn’t 
about to let the Dollies get it. What 
fun! 

“Still on the subject of highlights, 
I have to mention the quality of the 
guides at Alaska West. With their 
reputation, they get the cream of the 
crop. We had fished with guide Jason 
the prior two years and knew he was 
more than capable. He sincerely en-
joys watching his anglers catch fish 
and has as much fun as you do. It’s 
not just another day of work to him. 
He also has great knowledge of the 
river, especially the tidewater area 
near the mouth of the river. He had 
taught us to Spey cast there two years 
before. 

“Another highlight was the qual-
ity of the food. Chef Peter produced 
meals worthy of five-star designation 
and did so hundreds of miles from 
the nearest grocery store. Evening 
meals featured beef, pork, chicken, or 
salmon as entrees, utilizing different 
recipes each night. The second night 
included grilled lamb chops, which 
were exceptional. Entrees were ac-
companied by a couple of different 
vegetables, potatoes, and salads. The 
desserts were way too good. I was 
forced to have seconds on desserts 
each night. 

“The camp itself is very com-
fortable—WeatherPort tents for two 
persons, with two beds and bedding, 
wood and carpet floor, and propane 
heater. A warming hut dries wet wad-
ers and coats each night. A lounge 
tent provides a site for appetizers, 
a bar, lounge chairs, and the week-
ending slide show. Alaska West is a 
top-notch facility in every way. Only 
two of the anglers with us in camp 
were new to Alaska West. Most weeks 
are full of repeat customers, which 
points to the high quality of the camp, 
the guides, and the fishing.

“Would I recommend this trip? 
Definitely. Are there activities for 
non-fishing companions? Not really. 
I suppose one could take photos or sit 
at camp, but this is a place for people 
who want to fish. The guides are 
ready at 8 AM, and you will fish right 
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through to 6 PM. If you want to come 
in for lunch or quit fishing early you 
surely can, but most utilize a shore 
lunch or pack sandwiches to stay on 
the water. If you are so inclined, you 
can fish after dinner right at camp and 
catch all the fish you want. In truth, 
most anglers are tired and ready for 
bed so they can enjoy the next day’s 
adventures.” 
Postscript: Bryan Whiting gives the 
cost of his trip as $5,900 per person 
for the week.

 �
 � Subscriber Tim Stoodley has good 

things to say about the fishing he did 
on West Branch of the Ausable River 
in upstate New York this past June 
with the help of guide John Ruff. 
He writes: “I had the opportunity to 
spend some fishing time on the West 
Branch of the Ausable River this past 
June. My wife and I were there camp-
ing for a few days, and she is a late 
riser on vacation, which left a good 
part of the mornings free. This was 
my first visit to the area, so I con-
tacted Tom at the Ausable River Two 
Fly Shop in Wilmington, New York 
(www.ausablerivertwoflyshop.com). 
Tom set me up with one of his guides, 
John Ruff (www.ruffwatersflyfishing.
com). We met at the shop around 6 
AM. 

“The West Branch is famous for 
its pocket water, which is what John 
prefers to fish. But, in deference to 
my knee replacement two months ear-
lier, we fished a slower stretch in the 
town of Jay about eight miles from 
the shop. There was a public access 
point there, but John took us across a 
private lot since he knew the owner. 
It had been dry in the Northeast since 
spring and, by mid-June, the heat was 
starting to build. The day was very 
bright and warm. 

“The water in this area was about 
two to three feet deep and easy to 
wade. John was looking for rising fish 
and planned on targeting every one 
we saw. There weren’t a lot of them 
that morning, and they were fairly 
tight to the right bank, which, in this 
stretch, was the east side of the river. 

Almost all the fish we saw were in 
the shade of trees on the bank. There 
were a few small tan caddis coming 
off, but the rises were sporadic. We 
tried several flies from John’s stash, 
including imitations and attractors, to 
no avail. We also tried some nymph 
combinations. John had brought his 
rod along, and we used it as a second 
rod that always had the next fly he 
wanted me to use already tied and 
ready. This saved me a lot of valuable 
fishing time changing flies. Eventual-
ly, we went to a small streamer called 
an Ausable Ugly, which John had me 
fish dead drift. After a few minutes, 
I had a solid take from an 18-inch 
brown. We fished the Ugly down the 
bank a ways and had two more pulls 
but no hookups.

“As the sun got higher, the rises 
that we saw were more concentrated 
in the shade of the trees, but they 
became even more sporadic. I man-
aged one other brown of about 14 
inches on a variation of a Usual tied 
by John. A lot of the local flies were 
originated by Fran Betters, who lived 
in Wilmington and fished the West 
Branch extensively. John tied all of 
the flies we used himself. They were 
of excellent quality. I was not sur-
prised to learn that he ties flies com-
mercially. On a side note, John sent 
me a picture of a 24-inch brown taken 
by his client the following day on an 
Ausable Wulff out of some pocket 
water. John knows the river well and 
also knows of a few private places 
to take brook trout when the West 
Branch gets too warm.

“I fished the same area the fol-
lowing morning on my own. The rises 
were very infrequent and, although I 
used the same techniques and flies, I 
did not manage any hook-ups. I then 
tried some pocket water that evening 
behind the KOA campground where 
we were staying and got two nice 
browns on a caddis nymph. I was go-
ing to fish that area again early the 
last morning but managed to break 
the tip on my rod. Without a backup, I 
had to call it quits.

“Some comments on the West 
Branch are in order at this point. 
There is a lot of accessible water 
along Route 86, but it is pretty heav-
ily fished. Virtually every pullout 
along the way had one or more cars 
parked. Water quality is excellent, 
though there is a little tannin stain to 
it. Fran Betters tied most of his flies 
with a pinkish tint to the body, as he 
felt that this color was prevalent on 
most of the fly life because of the tan-
nin. Interestingly, the shop sells cus-
tom leaders that are made from brown 
Maxima, which really disappears in 
the tannin water. The town of Wilm-
ington, where we stayed, is about 
eight miles from Lake Placid, so there 
is plenty to do in the area, including 
sightseeing, shopping, golf courses, 
and so on. I also recommend a ride up 
to the peak of White Face Mountain, 
where the Olympic alpine events were 
held. The views are spectacular. 

“As for my guide, I think he was 
excellent. He knew the water very 
well and was able to adjust to my 
reduced ability to get around follow-
ing a knee replacement. His prefer-
ence is pocket water, but we fished a 
slower stretch. The water was low and 
warm, but the fish still cooperated 
well enough, given the circumstances. 
The fly shop was well stocked and the 
staff very knowledgeable. The quality 
of their flies, mostly all tied locally, 
was excellent.
Postscript: Tim Stoodley gives the 
cost of his half day of guided fish-
ing as $189. The only other cost was 
$50 for the camping at a KOA camp-
ground.

http://www.ausablerivertwoflyshop.com
http://www.ruffwatersflyfishing.com
http://www.ruffwatersflyfishing.com
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Don Causey Note: Longtime subscrib-
ers to The Angling Report know Clau-
dio Tagini quite well, as he has helped 
us introduce you to the delights of 
trout fishing in northern Italy, where 
ancient history and modern trout 
management come together in some-
thing quite like a tantalizing broth you 
want to eat with a small spoon so it 
will last and the taste will have time 
to exfoliate on your tongue. If that 
sounds a bit ethereal, just wait. Clau-
dio is about to weigh in with another 
of his rambling reports on fishing for 
trout in northern Italy. We’ve learned 
not to try to edit Claudio’s prose, by 
the way. We pretty much let Claudio 
be Claudio. Enjoy!

I was on my way to fish the Piave 
River again (my intention was to 
start with a few days at the Quero-

Vas Preserve and end my weeklong 
journey fishing the upper Piave of 
Belluno), but I got sort of derailed by 
a friend who invited me to fly fish a 
couple of feeder streams that he told 
me would surprise me. So, this past 
April 20, I went to Feltre, an incred-
ibly cute little town at the feet of the 
Dolomites, just north/northeast of the 
Quero-Vas Preserve and the Valdob-
biadene Prosecco wine-producing 
area, and southwest of Belluno, which 
is only about half an hour drive away. 
Feltre, apparently founded by a Rhae-
tian mountain tribe, already existed 
when Romans gave it the status of 
“municipium” (village) in 40 BC. It 
then kept on changing hands, being 
the possession of Verona at one point, 
the Holy Roman Emperor Charles IV, 
Lombardy, Venice, Austria (in 1609 
the center of the town was destroyed 
by battles, then rebuilt, so the city 
now has a distinctive 16th-century 
look), before finally becoming part 
of Italy after WWI. In July of 1943, 
Hitler and Mussolini met at the train 
station to discuss strategies.

This time, instead of lodging at 
the “Bus de l’Och B&B (www.bus-
deloch.it) in Feltre, I stayed at the 
Locanda del Re on Via Borgo la Pres-
idenza (www.locandadelre.it), which 
is actually more a restaurant (and 
a good one to boot) that has some 
rooms for rent on a B&B basis than 
a real lodge. Despite its somewhat 
pretentious name (The King’s Inn), 
it turned out to be a modest but very 
clean and comfortable place to stay 
just outside town, about five minutes 
from the Sonna, a small stream that I 

fished the next day. With the tempera-
tures lowering, plus some wind gusts, 
I should have fished with nymphs, 
as my friend Mauro Oricelli did, but, 
what can I say, I saw what appeared 
to be a trout rise, and that was it for 
me. Mauro caught quite a few brown 
trout between one and three pounds, 
all wild and quite feisty, while I 
didn’t catch any. The only hook-up 
I had resulted in a broken 5x tippet 
after about five or six seconds. Mauro 
had warned me that the 6x tippet I 
planned to use would have been the 
equivalent of hunting elephants with 
a shovel. When he saw I was switch-
ing to a 5x, he just smiled and rolled 
his eyes.

The Sonna is a small stream that 
forms from a couple of brooks run-
ning together just south of Feltre. At 
that point it flows some five miles be-
fore emptying into the Piave River. It 
has an average flow of only five cms 

(cubic meters per second = 176 cfs), 
which amazes anyone who learns it 
has large fish in it. On the other hand, 
when you go to lunch at the restaurant 
of a beer factory in Pedavena, a three-
minute drive north of Feltre, you can 
see trout between one and two pounds 
swimming in the Colmeda, a five-
mile-long stream that flows at only 
52 cfs and could easily be rerouted in 
a gutter. At any rate, the Sonna fishes 
well over its entire length. The catch 
here is predominantly wild brown 
trout, except at the point where it en-
ters the Piave River, where some size-
able marbled trout are occasionally 
caught. By sizeable I mean from four 
to five pounds, with the local record 
being a whopping 15-pound behemoth 
that was caught with a four-inch sink-
ing minnow and spinning gear.

After lunch, Mauro took me to 
the Caorame, another small local 
stream, its crystalline waters flow-
ing over a stark-white rocky bottom, 
against the backdrop of breathtak-
ing views of the Canzoi Valley. The 
stream starts as a tiny brook and fills 
a neat little lake (Lake Stua) before 
descending toward the Piave River, 
where it empties after a 13-mile 
journey. The upper section of the 
Caorame is easily accessible, as is 
the bottom part, though you will need 
directions to find it, while the middle 
part flows at the bottom of a deep and 
narrow chasm that is accessible only 
when water levels are low. Even then 
it is difficult to reach. You will defi-
nitely need the help of a local to reach 
this part of the stream. Not surpris-
ingly, due to it being generally hard to 
reach and only accessible for a short 
period each year, this middle section 
has some deep pools with humongous 
trout in them.

The Caorame has an average 
flow of 4.32 cubic meters per second 
(153 cfs), and it hosts many smallish 
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A Wonderful Angling Ramble in Northern Italy
by Claudio Tagini

http://www.busdeloch.it
http://www.busdeloch.it
http://www.locandadelre.it
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(10 to 12 inches) trout and grayling, 
except near its estuary, where it has 
been closed to fishing for ten years. 
Trout of 10, 12, even 18 pounds are 
known to be available there. While 
the Sonna tends to be difficult to fish 
with a dry fly, my efforts along those 
lines on the Caorame were finally re-
warded. Unfortunately, I didn’t catch 
any grayling, as I was longing for, 
because they are found toward the 
bottom part of the stream, which we 
couldn’t fish due to a strong and cold 
wind that was blowing sleet around.

The following day I was sup-
posed to fish two other streams to the 
west of Feltre. One of them was the 
Cismon River, which I’d compare to 
the Pit River in California because 
of its boulder-strewn appearance and 
the large round rocks on its floor bed 
that make it hard to wade. The Cis-
mon forms the boundary between the 
Trentino and Veneto regions. Other 
waters in the area include Noana and 
Vanoi creeks. The latter is the largest 
tributary of the Cismon, and it has the 
purest, most crystal-clear water in the 
area. 

The streams all flow through 
some of the most scenic landscape 
in the Dolomite Mountains. As much 
as I was looking forward to fishing 
these trout-filled waters (where there 
are several “no-kill” zones), winter 
had one last blow to deliver, which 
it landed on April 27 in the form of 
a heavy snowfall. Not that one can’t 
fly fish during a snow storm (An-
gelo Piller later told me he did catch 
several grayling that day), but I am 
not six feet tall and bulletproof, nor 
am I growing any younger. Hence, 
I declined the invitation to go fish-
ing and went to be pampered at Villa 
Luppis (www.villaluppis.it) instead, 
near Pasiano in the Friuli region, (the 
northeasternmost part of Italy, border-
ing Slovenia to the east and Austria to 
the north). 

I had organized a few days stay 

there for an American couple on a 
month-long trip throughout Europe.

Villa Luppis is rightly famous for 
its service, its extra comfortable ac-
commodations, its gourmet cuisine, 
and its superb wines. The stay at Villa 
Luppis was not originally intended 
to be a fishing-oriented stopover for 
my clients, who were on their honey-
moon, but when it turned out that the 
husband was a passionate fly fisher-
man and his wife was eager to learn 
about it, I managed to set them up 
with a local “fly-fishing chaperon” 
for a morning outing to the Livenza, 
a nearby spring creek with brown, 
rainbow (planted), and marbled trout, 
all of a good size, plus some nice 
grayling. The Livenza has a neat fly 
fishing preserve right in the town of 
Sacile, which is known as the “Gar-
den of the Serenissima” because of its 

Venice-like atmosphere, and the many 
palaces that were constructed along 
the Livenza River for the nobility of 
the Most Serene Republic of Venice. 
The historic center is located on two 
islands in the river and is renowned 
for the harmony of its architecture, 
with a series of fine Venetian-style 
palaces lining the riverbank and re-
flecting in the water. 

The Livenza River originates 
from a large and spectacular spring 
near Polcenigo (where the first fly 
fishing preserve is), with an aver-
age outflow of 15 cubic meters per 

second (about 530 cfs), and it emp-
ties into the Adriatic near Caorle just 
northeast of Venice after meandering 
for 70 miles through the flat coun-
tryside, mostly as a border between 
Veneto and Friuli regions. On these 
catch-and-release, fly-fishing-only, 
barbless-hook preserves, one can eas-
ily spot trout while walking along the 
stream. A careful approach is the key 
to catching. Being a Spring Creek, 
the Livenza does not suffer from snow 
melt. Its water, always clear, remains 
cold all year round.

As attractive as the Livenza is as 
a fishing destination, the area around 
Villa Luppis has other attractions, too, 
such as towns rich in history (Sacile, 
Aquileia, Cividale) and famous vine-
yards (Rocca Bernarda with its Picolit 
wine and the Livio Felluga winery). 
Also, Villa Luppis is only 44 miles 
from Venice. The Soca and the Unec 
Rivers, both in Slovenia, are excellent 
fishing waters, and they are an hour 
to one and a half hours away by car. 
Enjoy!
Postscript: Claudio provided an ex-
tensive list of addresses and websites, 
along with license details and other 
information, to help you enjoy all 
of the things described here, but the 
most sensible and rewarding way 
to fish this region is by getting in 
touch with Claudio and letting him 
put a custom trip together for you. 
We don’t often recommend that ap-
proach, but in our view the essence of 
a fishing trip in Italy is in the details, 
ambience, and possibilities the typical 
angler has no way to even be aware 
of. The trophy on a trip here is the 
trip itself, not any individual fish you 
might catch. Yes, you will need to pay 
Claudio for his services, because he 
conducts his bookings in the Euro-
pean manner by levying a fee on the 
customer, not taking a commission 
from the service provider. You can get 
in touch with him at: wetawa2015@
gmail.com; or awaflyfish@aol.com.

mailto:rachel%40anglingreport.com?subject=
http://www.villaluppis.it
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“Join Global Rescue. 
They’re a well-tested 
provider of medical 

services and evacuation.”
National Geographic

Fly Fish for Redfish  
Year-Round

Specializing in fly fishing, catch 
and release. Accommodations for 
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The Best of New Zealand 
Fly Fishing

For over 25 years, we have 
specialized exclusively in New 
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly 
fishing is our central focus, but 
we are experts in many other 
activities available in New 
Zealand. 

We create exclusive fishing 
programs, as well as sightseeing 
and other nature-based 
activities. Call for a brochure 
or visit New Zealand’s most 
exciting fishing site.    

Contact Information
MikeMcClelland

Tel.: 800-528-6129
E-mail: 

info@BestofNZ.net
www.BestofNZflyfishing.com  
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